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a b s t r a c t

Doping of several alkali and alkaline earth metals into sidewall of an armchair ZnO nanotube has been
investigated by employing the density functional theory in terms of energetic, geometric, and electronic
properties. It has been found that doping processes of the alkali and alkaline metals are endothermic and
exothermic, respectively. Based on the results, contrary to the alkaline metal doping, the electronic
properties of the tube are much more sensitive to alkali metal doping so that it is transformed from
intrinsic semiconductor with HOMO–LUMO energy gap of 3.77 eV to an extrinsic semiconductor with the
energy gap of �1.11–1.95 eV. The doping of alkali and alkaline metals increases and decreases the work
function of the tube, respectively, which may influence the electron emission from the tube surface.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been in the spotlight of research
groups in different disciplines since the first report of their fabrication
in the early 1990s [1]. This has been partly due to their fascinating
electronic properties, which in the past few years have been shown to
change dramatically upon exposure to different chemical environ-
ments [2,3]. Building up on these findings, a wide array of experi-
mental and theoretical studies have been conducted since then
involving various adsorbates, with a number motivated by the creation
of novel nanoscale tools such as CNT-based semiconducting devices
[4,5]. Moreover, numerous investigations have focused on the other
stable nanotubes and their applications [6–12].

Zinc oxide (ZnO) has various applications such as in optoelec-
tronics, sensors, spintronics, pharmaceuticals, catalysts, etc. [13–17].
It also has promising applications in piezoelectric and wireless [15]
devices. The optical characteristics of zinc oxide materials seem to
depend on their microstructures, morphologies, and particle sizes.
ZnO nanotubes (ZnONTs), with relatively wide direct band gap, are
semiconductors that are slightly dependent on their chirality and
diameter [18]. Therefore, the ZnONTs are especially suitable to
protect a ferromagnetic nanowire inside their cavity from oxidiza-
tion, and they are also good candidates for safe biology cavities due
to their innocuity [19].

Systematic investigations of the structural and electronic prop-
erties of ZnONTs have been reported [20–22]. Later, the change of
electronic structure and magnetism of ZnONTs induced by C and V
doping, as well as defects of Zn and O vacancies on the tube walls

have been also analyzed with ab initio calculations [23,24]. Doping
ZnO nanostructures with metal ions is a strategy to modify their
electronic and optical performance and improve their applications.
Ni-doped ZnO nanowire has shown considerable increase in
photoluminescence [25]. High-TC ferromagnetism has been achieved
by doping ZnO with Mn2þ [26].

ZnO is n-type metallic due to the zinc interstitials and oxygen
vacancies [27,28]. In order to improve its applications, p-type
doped ZnO is needed. For a good dopant, it should have appro-
priate solubility and ionization energy. As we know, alkali and
alkaline earth metals (AM and AEM, respectively) have good
electrical and thermal conductivity, however, the doping of nano-
tubes with these metals has been rarely discussed even in CNTs.
Therefore, herein, we report a theoretical study on the doping of
selected alkali (Li, Na, K, and Rb) and alkaline earth metals (Be, Mg,
Ca and Sr) on the ZnONTs through density functional theory (DFT)
calculations in terms of energetic, geometric, and electronic proper-
ties of the tubes.

2. Computational methods

Geometry optimizations, energy calculations, and density of
states (DOS) analysis have been performed on an armchair (3, 3)
ZnONT and different X-doped ZnONT complexes (X@ZnONT, X
stems for all of the dopants) using unrestricted B3LYP functional
with LANL2DZ basis sets as implemented in GAMESS suite of
program [29]. GaussSum program [30] has been used to obtain the
DOS results. The B3LYP has been demonstrated to be a reliable and
commonly used functional for studying different nanostructures
[31–34]. Doping energy (Edop) for the X atom has been obtained
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using the following equation:

Edop ¼ EðZnÞþEðX@ZnONTÞ�EðZnONTÞ�EðXÞ ð1Þ

where E (X@ZnONT) is the total energy of the X-doped ZnONT,
E (Zn) and E (X) is referred to the energy of an isolated Zn and
X atoms, respectively. The E (ZnONT) is the total energy of the
pristine ZnONT. Negative value of Edop indicates the exothermic
nature of the doping process.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure optimization and geometry

Optimized structure and geometry parameters of the (3, 3)
ZnONT containing 72 atoms are shown in Fig. 1. A ZnONT can be
taken as a cylinder rolled up from a single sheet of ZnO layer in
such a way that two equivalent sites of the hexagonal lattice
coincide. As shown in Fig. 1, the optimized diameter of the ZnONT
is 5.963 Å. The average Zn–O bond length in the optimized ZnONT
is about 1.914 Å, which is shorter than the bond length of 1.986 Å
in wurtzite ZnO crystal [35]. The average bond angles of Zn–O–Zn
and O–Zn–O are about 1181, which are close to the tetrahedral sp2

bond angle of 1201 and similar to the bond angle in the ultra-thin
(2,2) CNT [36]. Calculated DOS plot reveals that the pristine ZnONT
is a semiconductor with the HOMO (the highest occupied mole-
cular orbital)/LUMO (the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital)
energy gap (Eg) of 3.77 eV (Fig. 1). It should be noted that, here, the
Eg also denotes the gap between SOMO (singly occupied molecular
orbital) and LUMO of the open shell systems. Frontier Molecular
Orbital (FMO) analysis shows that the conduction level comes
mainly from Zn atoms, while valence level comes mainly from O
atoms. Reducing boundary effects, atoms at the open ends of the
tube have been saturated with hydrogen atoms. However, the edge
states are not completely passivated. This is a common problem
for the finite length nanotube calculations, but it has no influence
on the analysis of electronic structure in our work. This calculation

error can be ignored when the results of metal doped into the
ZnONT surface are compared based on the same system and
calculation method.

3.2. AEM doping

A Zn atom in the tube wall has been substituted by four AEM
atoms including Be, Mg, Ca, and Sr. Edop, Eg, and Mulliken charge
on dopant atoms are summarized in Table 1. The results indicate
that the doping of AEM atoms on the Zn site is energetically
favorable. The Edop of Be (�4.62 eV) is much more negative than
that of Mg (�2.40 eV), Ca (�1.26 eV), and Sr (�0.68 eV). This
observation may be explained based on the Pearson's hard-soft
acid–base theory (HSAB), which states that soft acids react
strongly with soft bases, on the contrary, hard acids react strongly
with hard bases, when all other factors being equal. The Be atom is
a hard acid with smaller size compared to the Mg atom. Therefore,
it tends to interact more preferably with oxygen atom which is
known as a hard acid.

From the optimized structure (Fig. 2), it can be seen that all of
the AEMs can significantly deform the ZnONT in the doped area
except Mg. Be atom moves inward while Ca and Sr move outward
from the tube wall due to their smaller and larger atomic radii
than that of the zinc atom, respectively. Atomic radius of Mg is
almost equal to that of zinc and it cannot deform the tube surface.
Calculated lengths of Be–O bonds are about 1.526 and 1.558 Å in
the Be@ZnONT, being much smaller than those of the correspond-
ing Zn–O bonds in the pristine tube. Meanwhile, the Sr-doping
leads to the largest structural deformation so that the Sr–O bonds
are 2.459 and 2.517 Å (which significantly larger than Zn–O bond)
and also corresponding angles are 951 and 1001.

Next, we have studied the influence of the AEM doping on the
electronic properties of the ZnONT. Calculated DOS plots in Fig. 3
and data of Table 1 show that neither valence nor conduction
levels of the tube are significantly changed after AEM doping, so
the large Eg of ZnONT is completely preserved. For instance, in the
case of Sr@ZnONT, Eg of the tube slightly decreases to 3.64 eV
(3.7% change). Therefore, we believe that doping of the ZnONT
with AEM may not significantly influence its electronic properties.

3.3. AM doping

The geometry structures were fully optimized to reach a stable
structure for each AM doped ZnONT system. In contrast to AEM
doping, it was found that AM doping is an energetically endother-
mic process ascribed to the smaller charge density on the AM ions
in comparison with AEM ions. The Edop becomes more positive and
therefore energetically unfavorable in the order of LioNaoKoRb
(Table 2). As can be seen in Fig. 4, a locally structural deformation
at the doping site can be observed in all structures. In the case of

Fig. 1. Side and top view of optimized structure of armchair ZnONT and its DOS.
Bond lengths are in Å and angles in degree.

Table 1
Doping energy of AEM on ZnONT (Edop), Mulliken charge on the doped adatom (QT),
the HOMO, LUMO and gap (Eg) in between energies and Fermi level energy (EFL) for
different AEM-doped ZnONT systems. Energies are in eV.

System Edop
aQT (e) EHOMO EFL ELUMO Eg

cΔEg (%)

ZnONT � b1.077 �6.32 �4.43 �2.55 3.77 �
Be�ZnONT �4.62 0.874 �6.32 �4.42 �2.53 3.79 0.5
Mg�ZnONT �2.4 1.474 �6.3 �4.41 �2.52 3.78 0.3
Ca�ZnONT �1.26 1.492 �6.22 �4.35 �2.49 3.73 1.0
Sr�ZnONT �0.68 1.625 �6.16 �4.34 �2.52 3.64 3.4

a QT is defined as the Mulliken charge on the AEM atom.
b The average Mulliken charge on the Zn atom.
c Change of Eg of ZnONT upon adsorption of metal atom.
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Rb@ZnONT (Fig. 4d), the Rb atom and the three nearest neighbors
of oxygen atoms move outward of the tube surface. This created
lump is due to the larger radius of Rb compared to Zn. The bond
lengths between doped Rb and three neighboring oxygen atoms
are in the range of 2.796�2.883 Å. Interestingly, in the Li-doped
case, hexagonal shape of the rings near the Li atom was destroyed
and a four-square ring is formed (Fig. 4a). In this configuration, the
O–Li–O angle is about 1281 and the average bond lengths of newly
formed Li–O and Zn–O are about 1.805 and 1.832 Å, respectively.

Furthermore, the transfer of charge between doped AM atom
and ZnONT is estimated based on the popular Mulliken charge
analysis, summarized in Table 2. We have found that some charges
are transferred from AM atoms to the oxygen ones. The transferred
charges of Li atom are significantly lower than that of Na, K, and
Rb, which may be due to the smaller electron donating ability of Li
than that of the other three atoms. Therefore, the AM can donate
electrons more easily to its three bonded oxygen atoms than zinc
atom in the pristine ZnONT, except in the case of Li.

Fig. 2. Optimized structure of each AEM atom doped on ZnONT. Bond lengths in Å and angles in degree.

Fig. 3. Comparison between the DOS for different AEM-doped ZnONT.
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In order to consider the influence of doping on the electronic
properties of the tube, the DOS plots for AM@ZnONT have been
calculated. Since a small change of Eg can modify the electrical
conductivity of the ZnONT, these changes (ΔEg) upon the doping
process are related to the sensitivity of the tube to a particular
dopant. As shown by panels a–d in Fig. 5, the DOSs of the AM
doped configurations have a distinct change near the conduction
level compared to that of the pristine tube, so a local energy level
appears after the adsorption of the metals. Therefore, upon the
doping of AM, Eg of the tube is decreased from 3.77 eV in the bare
ZnONT to 1.95�1.11 eV in doped forms. The largest decrement of
Eg belongs to the case of Rb doping in which the Eg reduces from
3.77 to 1.11 eV (with 70.5% change) which would result in an
electrical conductivity change of the nanotube according to the
following equation:

spexp
�Eg
2kT

� �
ð2Þ

where s is the electric conductivity, and k is the Boltzmann's
constant [37]. According to the equation, smaller values of Eg at a
given temperature lead to larger electric conductivity. However,
smaller Eg of the complexes confirms its relative instability in
comparison with the parent nanotubes.

Recently, there is great interest in field emission properties of
ZnO nanostructures [38]. Based on FMO analysis, Fermi level of the
ZnONT (�4.43 eV) slightly shifts to lower energies after AM
doping (Table 2), whereas it shifts to higher energies upon the
doping of AEM (Table 1). The canonical assumption for Fermi level
is that in a molecule (at T¼0 K) it lies approximately in the middle
of the Eg. It is noteworthy to mention that, in fact, what lies in the
middle of the Eg is the chemical potential, and since the chemical
potential of a free gas of electrons, as traditionally defined, is equal
to its Fermi level, herein, the Fermi level of the considered systems
is at the center of the Eg. The change of Fermi level of a
semiconductor upon the adatom doping alters its field emission
currents. Since ZnO nanostructures are one of the promising
candidates for field emitters, the present results are of great
importance. It seems that the Ca-doped (EFL¼�4.35 eV) and
Sr-doped (EFL¼�4.34 eV) will slightly facilitate the electron emis-
sion from the ZnONT surface. However, as shown in Table 2, the
AM doping decreases the energy level of LUMO which can
decrease Fermi level energy (EFL¼�5.29 to�5.53 eV). This phe-
nomenon leads to an increment in the work function that is
important in field emission applications. The work function can be
found using the standard procedure by calculating the potential
energy difference between the vacuum level and the Fermi level

Table 2
Doping energy of AM on ZnONT (Edop, eV), Mulliken charge on the doped adatom (QT), the HOMO, LUMO and gap (Eg) in between energies (eV) and Fermi level energy
(EFL, eV) for different AM-doped ZnONT systems.

System Edop
aQT (e) EHOMO EFL ELUMO Eg

bΔEg (%)

ZnONT � b1.077 �6.32 �4.43 �2.55 3.77 �
Li�ZnONT 0.78 0.439 �6.27 �5.29 �4.32 1.95 48.2
Na�ZnONT 1.03 0.897 �6.23 �5.39 �4.55 1.68 55.4
K�ZnONT 1.34 0.939 �6.16 �5.48 �4.81 1.35 64.2
Rb�ZnONT 1.86 1.004 �6.09 �5.53 �4.98 1.11 70.5

a QT is defined as the Mulliken charge on the AM atom.
b Change of Eg of ZnONT upon adsorption of metal atom.

Fig. 4. Optimized structure of each AM atom doped into ZnONT. Bond lengths are in Å and angles in degree.
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which is the minimum energy required for one electron to be
removed from the Fermi level to the vacuum. The increment in the
work function indicates that the field electron emission current
from the tube surface is impeded upon the adsorption of AM
adatoms. The HSE (Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof) [39] exchange-
correlation functional with LANL2DZ basis set was also used to
calculate the electronic properties of the studied systems. The
results in Tables 3 and 4 show that although the values of Eg is
somewhat smaller than those of the B3LYP, contrary to the AEM
doping, the electronic properties of the tube are much more
sensitive to AM doping. Like the B3LYP, the HSE functional

indicates that the doping of alkali and alkaline metals increases
and decreases the work function of the tube, respectively.

4. Conclusion

We have studied the doping of different AM and AEM atoms
into the sidewall of an armchair ZnONT using density functional
calculations. We have found that doping processes of AEM are
exothermic and Edop is in the range of �4.62 to �0.68 eV, while
those of AM are endothermic. Also, contrary to the AEM doping,
the electronic properties of the tube are much more sensitive to
AM doping. The AM doping and AME doping increases and
decreases the work function of the tube, respectively, influencing
the electron emission current from the tube surface.
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